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Focus® Cachet® Swing-Away   |  Colorado University

lecture halls



Learning environments that fit anywhere
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Focus Cachet® 
Swing-Away

Our fixed lecture products are proven to be 

comfortable and economical solutions that are 

“engineered to fit” in a wide variety of learning 

environments. All products can be equipped 

with power and data solutions.

Focus® Swing-Away

American Seating’s collection of contemporary 

and traditional swing-away fixed lecture 

products enhance education environments with 

a variety of aesthetic choices and features like 

seats with 360˚ rotation, pneumatic height-

adjustment and self-return, and tables that 

can turn tight radiuses.

Focus Fixed Tables

The fixed tables are your answer for A.D.A. 

solutions and classroom environments where 

loose seating is needed. Specify with our stack 

chairs or caster-base seating.

Focus Nota 
Swing-Away

Focus Fixed Table
with Acton Caster

Focus Acton®

Swing-Away



lecture halls

677 Dimension®  |  Biola University



Valuable solutions
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Rally

A.D.A. Dimension

Acton 275
Beam Mount

Created with attention to detail and varying 

seating requirements, American Seating’s 

ergonomically designed chairs offer exceptional 

comfort while maintaining their appearance and 

function through the years.

Rally

Our newest player in the fixed seating market, 

provides a solid performance in three width 

modules sure to please all audiences.

Dimension®

Three different models of Dimension maximize 

seating capacity by offering a three-quarter fold 

seat and a back that articulates to 90˚ creating 

greater clearance than traditional seating.

A.D.A. Dimension

Dimension is A.D.A. compliant, featuring an 

armrest that rotates rearward to provide ease of 

access and transfer.

Beam-Mount Options

Acton®, Dimension and Stellar® beam-mounts 

create an orderly appearance in any classroom. 

The unique mounting option also allows for easy 

facility cleaning.

Stellar Beam Mount

Dimension 675



auditoriums and performing arts centers

Stellar®  |  Carpenter’s Training Center



American Seating has invested thousands of 

hours of research with customers to identify 

important criteria for our portfolio of education 

and performance venue seating. 

Spirit® Tablet Arm

New technology and materials make Spirit cost-

effective and easy to install. Available in a variety 

of finishes and with two sizes of tablet arms, 

Spirit is an economical and modern solution 

for auditoriums.

Spirit SQ

The Spirit SQ adds a unique look combining the 

Stellar back with Spirit Seat.

Stellar® 220/224 Tablet Arm

Stellar’s plastic square back, married with a 

variety of options, is a traditional and affordable 

alternative for auditoriums and performing art 

centers. 

Stellar 230

The 230 incorporates the rounded back of 

the Spirit for an additional aesthetic choice. 

Constructed with high durability plastic inner-

outer back.

Removable Chairs

Spirit and Stellar models are both available with 

“shoes and stretchers,” an option that allows for 

a row of chairs to be removed quickly to provide 

more room when required.

A.D.A. Chairs

Spirit and Stellar are designed to meet all the 

accessibility and compliance standards of the 

American with Disability Act (A.D.A.). All Spirit 

and Stellar A.D.A. chairs offer a hinged armrest 

to provide ease of access and transfer.

Beauty is more than skin deep
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Spirit with 
Tablet Arm 

Stellar 230

Stellar 220/224

Shoes and Stretchers

Stellar A.D.A.

Spirit SQ



auditoriums and performing arts centers

Stellar® 286 with Wood Reveal  |  Forest Hills Performing Arts Center



Stellar 286

American Seating auditorium and performing 

arts center chairs are the essence of clean, 

contemporary styling – the ultimate in form 

and function.

Stellar® 286

The 286’s contoured wood back adds a touch 

of elegance to auditoriums and performing 

arts centers. 

Stellar 216 

The square, wood back provides a rich warm look 

for more formal environments. 

Stellar 270 

The slightly longer and narrower wood back of 

the 270 presents another aesthetic option and 

a more contemporary look.

Spirit® Woodback 

The Spirit Woodback model dresses up the cost-

effective fixed seating solution with wood arm 

caps and wood end standards to finish.

Seating for learning and entertainment
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Stellar 216

Stellar 270

Spirit Woodback



Parley® Stationary Table with Acton® Caster-Based Chairs

classroom seating and tables



The Parley® table collection, paired with stack 

chairs or caster-base chairs, are ideal solutions 

for classrooms, libraries, cafes, banquet halls or 

anywhere you need a clean and flexible look.

Acton® Stacker

A freestanding chair that provides convenient 

storage. Non-upholstered chairs can stack 

twenty-six high and upholstered chairs can stack 

eighteen high.

Acton Caster-Base and Stool

Perfect ergonomic seating solutions for the 

classroom, computer or science labs.

Acton Tablet Arm Models 

Available with both a regular and a heavy-duty 

option, in standard and oversized tablet arms, 

these tablet arm models are ideal for note taking 

and laptop use.

Parley Tables

Endless options allow for unique surroundings: a 

variety of shapes, table bases and modesty panels 

name just a few of the things that can be paired 

with this table collection.

A new method of creating flexible surroundings
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Parley Height 
Adjustable Table

Acton Stacker

Acton Caster-Base

Acton Tablet Arm

Parley Mobile 
Flip and Nest Table 



406  |  Belk Arena

stadium and arena



American Seating’s stadium and arena chairs 

are designed to provide ultimate comfort while 

withstanding the rigors of loyal fans.

Stadium Seating

Styling and ergonomics set the standard 

for cost-effective stadium and arena 

seating solutions.

Club or Suite Stadium Seating

Combine a Stellar® or Spirit® seat with a 

stadium or ballpark back for an enhanced 

seating option at an economical price.

Rally

Our newest player in the arena seating market, 

provides a solid performance in three models 

sure to please all audiences, from education to 

sports and entertainment.

Dimension® 

Dimension is an ergonomic chair which 

allows for more clearance space behind 

unoccupied seats, making it ideal for 

environments that desire greater seating 

capacity within limited space. 

A.D.A Compliant Seating 

American Seating offers three transfer-

seating choices for improved accessibility. 

An American Seating representative can 

help identify which model suits your needs.

Luxury Sports Seating

Stellar and Spirit models feature 

top-of-the-line style and comfort for your 

stadium or arena. Outdoor models are 

constructed with marine grade vinyl and 

e-coated to maintain its appearance in the 

toughest weather. 

Style and comfort that enhances 

school spirit in stadiums and arenas

408-P

Rally

Dimension 675

507-S

406 A.D.A.

Spirit Outdoor Stellar Outdoor
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administration and conference

Framework Access®  |  Parley® Tables



Storage

Cue 3 High Back

Acton Stool
with logo

42" H Café Table
Credence X-Base

Cue 3 Full Back

From administration buildings to faculty offices to 

staff lounges, American Seating office solutions 

provide the value-added solutions you’ve been 

looking for.

Framework® Office Systems

Comprised of three compatible frames 

designed to respond to your changing needs, 

all three frames can be combined to create a 

functional, flexible stylish system.

Storage

Our storage options provide a full complement 

of products to meet your needs. Each piece 

is designed to stand alone or enhance a 

Framework office system.

Cue® 3 Task Chairs

Ergonomically contoured seats and backs are 

paired with nine different controls to find that 

perfect fit.

Café Height

Café Height tables are perfect for common areas 

classrooms, computer centers or science labs.

Acton® Caster-Base and Stool

Perfect ergonomic seating solutions for the 

classroom, computer or science labs.

Acton Logo

Embroider any logo onto an Acton seat back, 

and promote your organization’s identity in 

rich style. No matter where you use it – in the 

boardroom, lounge, or on the sidelines, your 

identity will never lose its brilliance.

Perfect solutions for office and classroom seating
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Office Solutions



A History of Innovative      SOLUTIONS

Sustainable      SOLUTIONS

Forward Thinking      SOLUTIONS

American Seating, Acton, Dimension, Spirit, Stellar, Parley, 
 Radiance, Focus and Framework are registered trademarks of American Seating Co.

Cachet is a registered trademark of Steelcase Development Corporation
Form No. A-OC-10  ©2010 American Seating Company     Litho in USA

 

401 American Seating Center
Grand Rapids, MI 49504-4499
Phone 616-732-6600   800-748-0268
FAX 616-732-6401
americanseating.com

American Seating is committed to 
lessening our impact on the planet through 
responsible stewardship of our environment.

Since 1886, American Seating has set the standard for product design, durability and 

comfort. Today, we remain committed to exceeding the expectations of our customers. 

Our achievements serve as the platform for new and innovative products that continue 

to be the benchmark of our industry.

Classroom

Outdoor sports

Indoor sports

Library

Auditorium

Lecture hall

Transportation

Training

Student union

Performing artsAdministration/conference

Cafeteria/residence hall

americanseating.com/on-campus

the campus is covered


